Dental Marketing Online Feedback & Landline Texting Software
Integration Launch
Two software applications Review Wave and Landline have been launched. They
help increase the business rapport and credibility so essential to building a strong
clientele base and they integrate effectively with most dental software.
Two software applications Review Wave and Landline have been launched. They help increase the
business rapport and credibility so essential to building a strong clientele base and they integrate
effectively with most dental software.Ladera Ranch, United States - April 17, 2017 /PressCable/ -Two software applications that enable better communication using the internet and land-based
phones are now able to be integrated with 96 percent of dental software. Review Wave, a simple
evaluation system that improves the online reputation of business, is now fully integrated with dental
software packages such as Dentrix, EagleSoft, PracticWorks, Softdent and Cloud9, as well as
AbelDent, ClearDent, Curve Hero and Dental Vision. Newly released software Landline, a two-way
texting solution for sending SMS from a land-based phone line, now also has the same integration
capabilities.
More information is available about Review Wave Dental Marketing Software is available here
https://www.reviewwave.com/dental-marketing-software-integration/.
Communication is the key to business success, so being able to integrate valuable applications to
existing software that operates a business is vital. While Review Wave enables more customers to
give a business feedback, Landline improves the channel of communication between business and
client, so there are no waiting times, and everyone has the same understanding. These tools are
vital to growing and developing a business.
Able to integrate with any online evaluation site, Review Wave has a review dashboard that displays
all reviews given to a company. This application asks a customer how they would rate their
experience with a company. If this is positive, then the application requests an evaluation from
customers either via email or SMS. Satisfaction surveys are also available, where a business can
ask a series of questions about a customer's experience. This survey, then allows a business to
improve their service.
Landline, on the other hand, is a two-way texting service that operates on an existing landline.
Companies can then send appointment reminders, request reviews and send out check-up
reminders.
Both software applications improve sales and customer service so customers feel a business cares
about them and their needs. Subsequently, these types of service help to build the credibility and
rapport of business.
When asked about the number of dental software packages that Review Wave and Landline can
integrate with, a company spokesperson said. "There's more than 40 different dental software
applications these products integrate with. All popular packages such as XLDent, Tracker,
SuzyDental, PracticeWeb, and OpenDental can use Review Wave and Landline."
To find out more about Review Wave please visit the link above, or go to this link for Landline and its
landline texting services http://getlandline.com.
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